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Disco From The KRYPT
Last night the ghouls and ghosts came out of the Krypt for a
disco. The Kastle was full of all types of monsters and living
dead with everyone coming alive for the time warp. Many of the
cousins from Subcamps attend and attempted to show the scouts/
explorers how to dance. But we spoke to a few explorers who
would disagree with this. According to members of Stewart
Subcamp “They did the mash…they did the monster mash…” and
other reports confirm it was a graveyard smash.
However, a mixture of the damp weather and dancing scouts led
to some uncomfortable conditions in the Kastle as Freddy Kruger
of Morrison subcamp said “It was warm and smelly”. There were
also unconfirmed reports of unseasonal weather as one explorer
commented “The disco was so cool it snowed”.
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Thursday 19th July 2012
WHO HAS BEEN HIDING AT BLAIR
ATHOLL
Over the past couple of days I have met a few people/explorers.
They have come from all over the world, from America to Japan.
Some complain it’s to hot or to cold, but we have a chance to see
each others cultures. The American Texans and Canadians along
with Gibraltans in Robertson.
We interviewed the Gibraltan troop of six males in Robertson. …
Sebastian the Scout Leader said… its good the weather has improved a lot , this is his 8th time here, the 2nd time was the best as
a Scout.
Ethan said…the first day was a bit slow but it got better as it went
along this is his 2nd time and the 1st time is better so far and the
best activity so far for Ethan has been team sports.
Julian Chipolina said…. Camp is going well, having fun 1st time
here, is it good that the weather has brightened up? He said” yeah
buddy”.
Luke Gracia said … loved the hot temperature the climate change
has been very different from back home. Has made very good
new friends. Enjoyed the disco a lot and hope the rest of the camp
goes well.
American scout leader “Ray” explained that this is an amazing
camp to go to and that it was his 6th time, he said they where all
good.
Brian and Chris from U.S.A joked that everything was so strict,
they thought that kilts were skirts. They also enjoyed all of Scotland's old history.
Yoki from Japan explained that he was amused with the amount
of activities and the disco was an amazing new experience because they don’t have discos in Japan. He said that the food was a
lot stronger than what he is used to but he is enjoying the camp so
far.
Kyle, Tristan, Logan and Jeevan all say that the camp so far is
good their most enjoyable activity was the castle tour . It was
their 1st time.
Clodagh and Georgina said very good and met lots of people,
their 1st time. The best activity was Blair Roots.
Gustavo the Brazilian scout leader that works in backwoods
cooking said he has enjoyed Blair Atholl a lot.
This article was reported by RHYS HUNTER and OLA WALKER.
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Cooking Up A Storm!!
In the ‘Ready Steady Cook’ tent, peelers were poised and spatulas were suspended as scouts master-chefs were
preparing for battle. With one team
starting off “cooking everything and
mixing it together” which soon evolved
into a ‘Swedish Fry-up’, it was clear
everyone’s creative juices were flowing! Also among the fragrant dishes
were the classics such as risotto and
chocolate oranges, some with a slight
twist of raspberries! From spaghetti
Bolognese with bacon and smoked sausage to Chinese food it’s apparent food
from across the countries was being
prepared! The most exotic, shall we
say, was a pudding of homemade pancakes with orange and chocolate
“dressing”. These amazing dishes were
going to be judged against a mystery
panel of food critics, called upon from
behind the staff lines, the scouts had to
give it their all to impress the judges.
By Joanne, Iona and Ellie
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What Goes On At The
Atholl Experience?
Surely you have heard about the
Atholl Experience? And you
probably understood that it have
something to do with mud. And
maybe you have even heard the
wild shouts from the forest? Are
you curious to know about more
about the muddy activity? Just
keep reading.
The ones we have asked have said
the same thing: “The Atholl Experience is great, it’s definitely
something everybody should try!”
You start out as a squire. The Experience is all about becoming the
knight you have always wanted to
be. And if that knight is a muddy
knight, you’re dreams will come
true.
To become a knight you have to
pass 4 tests. The last test is of
course to defeat the dragon. But
the real challenge is to get as
muddy as possible!
Have you seen the statue up the
hill? According to the story, that
man is the very first to do the
Atholl Experience. He wanted
everyone to go up the hill and
shout out how awesome the experience is, so that is tradition.
We, and everyone who has done
the Atholl Experience encourage
you to sign up for it and be one of
the true Blair Atholl adventurers!
It’s great fun and an accomplishment to brag about.
So next time you see Atholl Experience on the whiteboard or on
the list, you know what to do.
Linnea & Sara, Robertson
www.jamborette.org.uk
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The Yellow Scarf Pirates

Dear Auntie Freeze,

This is a story known to only a few people. I am one of
them. It’s about the truth of the scouting jamboree in
Scotland…
A long time ago, there was a scouting of pirates, they
called themselves the yellow scarf pirates. They robbed
the cities they passed by on hikes and took everything
they wanted. Candy, gold, more scarves, even a few
people to join their Clan! Then, on one day, all the other
scouting groups decided to have a big meeting of peace
and love. The Yellow scarf’s clan thought: “This is our
BIG CHANCE to rule all the scouting groups!” So, the
pirates went with their ship to Scotland, where the meeting would be. They waited, observed, waited some
more, and ATACKED! It was a rough fight, many sailors were lost, but they had VICTORY! The pirates celebrated for 10 days. Now, the key to their success was
that they had 6 captains, each with a specialty!
The greatest Captain was Captain MacLean. He was the
leader of leaders. He fights with swords, pistols and his
bare hands. He was great at coming up with strategies.
He’s also the one who suggested the starting of a pirate
clan.
The second Captain was Captain MacDonald, he was
the best chef of the seven seas and the best with knives.
Could cook everything, he caught every fish in the
ocean and could speak French. He was the first cook of
the clan.
The Third Captain was Captain Murray, he was the one
keeping the team together with pirate songs and lots of
rum! He was the one who kept the pirates together at the
toughest times.
The fourth Captain was Captain Morrison, the connection-man. He made sure they had everything they
needed, from toothpicks to buns. He had connections
from all over the world. In Japan, South-Africa, the
USA, the Netherlands, Ireland, Scotland, Finland, Brazil, Russia, Canada, Austria, England, Gibraltar, Hong
Kong, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Wales.
The fifth Captain was Captain Robertson, he was a great
fighter, very agile. He could get away with the blink of
an eye, and knew all the tricks.
The last Captain was Captain Stewart, the youngest
ever-to-be Captain. He was energetic, playful and really
childish, which made him the best man for new ideas.

I desperately need your help. I met a beautiful
zombie girl last night at the Disco. She makes
my heart sing and my brain dance. What
can I do to impress her?
Igor from Stewart Subcamp
Dear Igor,
What a wonderful thing. Aunty Freeze is always willing to help in the romance area. The
first thing you should do is give her gifts,
girls always like to receive gifts. If you want
to get her some face makeup I’m sure you can
find an extremely lovely shade of white paint
at the local DIY store. I’m sure they will give
you a great sale price for a gallon of the rain
resistant type.
Girls also love jewellery. You might want to
consider a nose ring, that is if she still has a
nose. If not, maybe a wrist band. Make sure
you don’t pull her arm too hard when you put
it on, the wrist might detach, but that may be
a very handy thing.
Taking a girl to dinner is always very nice. If
you phone before hand you should be able to
get a reservation for a granite top table at the
graveyard. It’s usually very hard to get a table because people are just dying to get in.
After your date make sure you meet her parents. I’m sure they will be very glad to see you
and your beating heart and dancing
brain……. Ha ha ha ha ha ha ……….
Good luck and good eating,
Auntie Freeze
Professional Matchmaker

And that’s how the biannually jamboree started. That’s
why the sub camps are named like that. Luckily, the pirate era was a long time ago and there aren’t any scoutpirates here today…
Or are there? YARGH!!!
Made by: Elke Basting
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How did the telephones
get married?
In a double ring
ceremony.
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Are You Speaking My Language

The food at Blair Atholl

Hi we are Lola, Ruby and Nina
Hoi wij zijn Lola, Ruby en Nina

We asked some people what they
thought about the food at the camp
so far.

Are you ready to learn some Dutch?
Ben je er klaar voor om Nederlands te leren?
Hello – Hallo
How are you? – Alles goed? (alluhs goehd)
Yes – ja (jaah)
No – nee (neehj)
I Love you – Ik hou van jou (Ik houw vann jouw)
Good morning – Goedemorgen (goehduhnmorguh)
Night Night – Welterusten (Welltuhrustuhn)
Bye – Houdoe (Hawdoeh)
Silly sayings:
I like your socks - Ik vindt je sokken leuk ( ik vint juh sokkuhn leuk)
Where is the toilet? – waar is de wc? (Waar is duh weejsee?)
Nice moustache! – mooie snor! ( moojuh snor!)
I am pregnant AHHH – Ik ben zwanger AAHHHH ( Ik benn zwanguhr AAHHH)
This was The Dutch Lesson
HOUDOEEE (Bye)

Julia and Emilia from Finland
thought the food has been good and
different from what they get at
home. They have also been given a
good service from their
Scottish hosts.
4/5
William from USA thought the
food has been pretty good
and a bit different than
what he usually eats.
4.3/5
Sian and Kelly from Scotland
thought the food has been great but
there could be more selections for
the lunch and not just sandwiches.
4/5
So the food so far seems to
have been pretty good.

Subcamp Stewart

What do you call a cat in a
pharmacy?

Those Noisy Highland Hills
Subcamp friendly rivalry was created on the first night in
Morrison when we challenged Stewart to a chatting/
shouting competition of ‘There aint no flies on us’, which
went way out across the field. The villagers must have
thought the world cup final was being played among the
usually quieter Perthshire Hills from all the noise.

Puss In Boots.

John Knox

LOST
A brightly coloured peacock toy. If
found please return to the activities
cabin at the side of the Kastle.
REWARD of a bag of chocolate
buttons.
www.jamborette.org.uk

Blair Fest 8pm
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Did you know:

the croissant was invented in
Austria

In eastern Africa you can buy
beer brewed from bananas

African Grey Parrots have vocabularies of over 200 words

the Grand Canyon can hold
around 900 trillion footballs

the average human brain contains around 78% water

1 nautical knot equates to
1.852 Kph (1.150 mph)

if you add up all the numbers
from 1 to 100 consecutively (1 + 2
+ 3...) it totals 5050

sponges hold more cold water
than hot

lightning strikes the Earth 6,000
times every minute

fire usually moves faster uphill
than downhill

camel's milk doesn't curdle

Wednesday’s
Solutions

WEATHER
Friday 20th
Sunny Intervals
Min 11°C
Max 16°C
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Friday 20th 1pm
Satellite Camp
Opens

